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1.

Introduction

The power of human reasoning can, to a great extent. be attributed to people's
ability to reason from incomplete information.
People seem able to 'jump to
conclusions' and make plausible conjectures which fill out the information they are
given.
Circumscription is a rule of conjecture developed by McCarthy [McCarthy 80] that
can be used to jump to certain conclusions from incomplete information.
Intuitively
circumscription states that the objects that can be shown to have a certain property
P by reasoning from certain facts A are all the objects that satisfy P.
In this.
sense it is related to the closed world assumption and to the negation as failure
rule.
In fact. circumscription gives roughly a more general form of the closed
world assumption.

,

As with the rules of deduction, to which it is related, circumscription incorporates
choice points.
Deductive systems typically use heuristics to make these choices,
and are prepared to remake them
in a search for a desired conclusion.
Unrestricted search is not appropriate when using circumscription:
not just for
combinatorial reasons,
but because some of the choices lead to implausible
conjectures.
We must use the context to make the choices and avoid jumping to
inappropriate conclusions.
In this paper we propose a technique for using contextual
information in this way.

2.

Circumscription

The circumscription of sentence A( P)
schema:
A(<%»

A Vx(<%>(x) --+P(x»

with respect to predicate P is the sentence

--+ Vx(P(x) --+<%>(x»

(j)

Suppose we are given a sentence A(P) which we have reason to believe supplies
all the reievant facts about objects with property P. Hence, any apparently weak
property, <%>. for which A holds, is not really weaker but Is equivalent to P.
Circumscribing A(P) with respect to P allows us to jump to this conclusion.
(i) contains a predicate parameter <%> for which we may substitute an arbitrary
predicate expression, thus we could view it as a second order sentence with a V4>
In front of It.
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The decision as to which formulae to substitute for ~.
constitute choice points in the application of circumscription.

P

and

A

in

(i)

all

A circumscrlptive Inference, I. e., an Inference which yields the conjecture q by
pircumscrlbing P In A(P>, Is written A I- p q.

their
by

~d

SERe

lple's
p to
are

Clrcumscrlptlve Inference Is non-monotonic. This means that when more facts are
dded to the theory it is possible that something ceases to be a theorem. l. e., the
set of theorems does not Increase monotonically with the set of axioms of the
theory.
The well known systems of mathematical logic have this monotonicity
.prcperty. Thus circumscription can be used along with the rules of ordinary flrstorder logic. as a rule of conjecture, to give a system capable of non-monotonic
reasoning.

A typical example of the use of circumscription (from [McCarthy 80]) involves
'circumscribing the predicate 'block' In a sentence of the form 'block( B) Ablock( E) "
substituting 'block' for P and 'P( B) AP( E)' for A( P) In (,fl.
This gives:
~(B)

that
lively
perty
this
i1ure
Jsed

ates
~es.

ion.
for
:ible
I to
tuai

1ce

A

~(E)

A

Vx(~(x)

-+ block(x» -+ Vx(block(x) -+

=.

Choosing ~(x)
Vx( blockrx) -+

x=B V x=E
(x=B V x=E»

-+ (x=B V x=E»

This can be paraphrased as "if Band E are blocks then they are the only
blocks", which is an example of the closed world assumption.
In some contexts this
conjecture Is intuitive and plausible.
For Instance, If we have asked "which of
these are blocks" and been told Band E, then it is reasonable to jump to the
conclusion that Band E are the only blocks. Note that obtaining this particular
circumscrlptive inference relies on choosing the substitutions for ~.
P and A
appropriately. We will see that different choices lead to different conjectures.
The above example shows how circumscription can yield plausible conjectures in a
neat and concise way.
To see how circumscription can lead to implausible
conjectures, consider the following example
Let P be:
Let A( block)

(~(B)

(I)

block
be:

1.

Let

-+

~(E»

~(x)

=.

(blockt Br

l. e..

A

x=C.

P.

blockt B)

Vx(~(x)

(lifl :

-+ blockr x)

Then from (iv)

-+ block(E»

2.

Let

~(x)

( i 1/)

-+ btockt E)

-+ Vx(block(x) -+

I-block btockt O)

-+ Vx(block(x) -+ x=C)

If C is a block then It Is the only block.
_ false.

~(x»

and assuming B;O!C:

lry
V¢J

(ji)

and simplifying we have:

Thus, the circumscriptlve inference is:
(blockt B) A block CE)
I-blOCk Vx(block(x)

Circumscription of block in

ies
lak

~(x»

Then from (Iv):

(Iv)

(block( B)
i. e..

-+ block( E»

I-block "X( "blookt X»

there are no blocks.

This
example
shows
the
Inappropriateness
of
unguided
application
of
circumscription.
The outcome that If C Is a block then It Is the only one. Is a
very unlikely one among humans.
Perhaps a more desirable one Is the one where
Implication Is reversed. I. e .. block(E)-+block(B) [Johnson-Laird and Wason 771. but
that Is not possible under any substitution In this particular instance of the
circumscription schema.
I. e. .
for this particular choice of predicate to be
circumscribed with respect to.
As we see later (section 3). and as totlows from
(Reiter
821.
It
Is
possible
to
derive
the
reversal
of
the
Implication
by
circumscription. by choosing a different predicate to circumscribe with respect to.

3.

Topics

The examples In the previous section show some of what are believed to be
typical applications of clrcumscriptive Inference.
In some cases circumscription
seems to model 'jumping to conclusions' very accurately: the inferences are very
intuitive. In other cases. such as the last example. It seems less plausible.
Moreover. even In the case of the first example. the inference that there are no
blocks other than Band E Is not always plausible.
Consider. for instance. the
same sentence.
'blockr B) Ablock( E)'. as an answer to "what are Band E?".
Clearly It is not valid to infer that Band E are the only blocks from the answer. in
such a context.

•

In this paper we restrict our attention to the appropriate applications of
circumscription to the answers given to questions and concentrate on formulating
guidelines for the selection of the predicate to be circumscribed.
based on
contextual information contained in the question.
We will find that one piece of
contextual Information Is of decisive Importance. namely the topic of the original
question.
The topic of the question Is only part of the whole context of the
question and answer session.
The whole context can be arbitrarily large and
complex. since it has to specify and define a situation along many dimensions.
The
topic for a statement is easier to pinpoint. for it concerns only one (or a few) of
the dimensions.
Thus the Identification of the topic as the key component of the
context considerably simplifies the process of gUiding circumscription.
Where the
same answer is given to different questions. circumscription of the topic of the
question in the answer will yield different conjectures - in each case the conjecture
being plausible In the context of the question.
For example:

1.

in

light

of

the

question.

>'P[P( B) j and >.P[P( E) j-.
2.

On

the

other

hand.

a

"what
i. e..

are

Band

E?"

the

topics

would

be

the classifications for Band E.

question

such

as

"which

of

these are

blocks?"

-Note that the question Is ambiguous. One could interpret it also as meaning "what common proparties dO B
and E have?" which yields >'P[PIBI " PIEI] as the topic. The same treatment applies to this case.
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requires the answerer to mention al/ of the objects under consideration"''''
that are blocks,

of

a
ere
but
the
be
om
by

so the topic In this case Is kxCblock(x) J.

In these two different cases, circumscription ought to yield different conjectures.
In (1), since the question is asking what Band E are, the answer can lead one
to Jump to the conclusion that all we know of Band E is that they are blocks, or
else the answer would contain the additional properties.
This is consistent with
Grice's maxims of cooperative conversation CGrice 75J, in particular the quantity
maxim that states:
"make your contribution as Informative as Is required".
Similarly
in (2), where the question now is as to which are blocks, the same answer would
lead to the conclusion that Band E are the only blocks. '"
The (answer)

statement block(B)

kPCkxCP(x)J( B) J( block)

A block(E) can be rewritten as

A kPCkxCP(x) j( E) J( block)

(v)

A hCkPCP(x)J(b/ock)J(E)

(vil

or

be
on
lry

bCkPCP(x) Jr block) J(B)

e.
no
he
In

(both forms are equivalent)
The topics for

l.

2.

of
19
)n

of
al
Ie
ld

,e

(1)

and

k PCkxCP( x) J( B) J
kPCkxCP(x) JJ(block)

can also be put In the same form:

(2)

and kPCkx[P(x)J(E)J

(viil
( vilil

In this question/answer context the circumscription choices should be exercised as
follows.
-

From Grice's maxims we are justified in assuming that the answer to the
query provides al/ the relevant facts about the topic of the question.

of

it contains

,e
,e
e
'e

-

more

information

than

it literally states.

We

can

i. e.

draw this

extra information from it by circumscribing It.
substituted for A( P) .

Thus the answer should be

The

the

topic

of

the

information about.
i. e.

original

question

Is

what

answer

provides

more

Thus we should circumscribe with respect to the topic,

we should SUbstitute the topic for P.

**this restriction is of interest on its own right, but is not dealt with here
*It may be argued that these conclusions do not stem from conversational implicatures, but rather implicit
meanings of the questions. ''Which of these are blocks?", for example, can be taken to also require all the
blocks In question. There are some cases however where such readings are not allowed. ConSIder r for example,
the situation where you are in a hurry to build something out of a set 01 available objects and turn to your
partner saYing "Quickly, I need a block. Which of these are blocks?". In such a context it would be wrong to
interpret histher answer to prOVide all the blocks.

- On this analysis we are' justified in making any substitution for~.
In
practice It Is usually sufficient to substitute one of a number of simple
predicates. such as F. where F(x) =.false or a predicate already occurring
In A(P).
We Illustrate this In detail beglnnlnQ.... with the first case.
For SI["pllcll¥.
APfAx[P(x) J< B)] in (vii) Is abbreviated" to ~-Is( Pi!. and AP[Ax[P(x) J< E)] to;fe:-IS( P!.
although the same treatment can be carried out using the original A-expressions.
(v) then becomes:
B-Is( block)

A E-Is( block)

circumscribing B-is'
~(block)

A E-Is( block)

SUbstituting

~(x)

A

\(x(~(x)

=. x=block.

--+B-Is(x»

--+ \(x( B-Is(x) --+~(x»

and simplifying:

\(x( B-Is(x) --+ x=block)
and similarly.
\(x( E-is(x)

(Ix)

by circumscribing E-Is(x):

--+ x=block)

Thus in the first case.
(x) reflect our expectation
property of Band E.

( x)

where the topic is the property of Band E. (Ix) and
for a conjecture that 'blockness' Is the only (relevant)

Is abbreviated to )l{block (x] and
For the second case (vIII)
block( B) Ablock( E). which Is the form used In the original example.
clrcumscrlptive Inference:
e

\(x(block(x)

--+

(vI)
becomes
Recall that by

(x=B V x=E»

So we see that the same procedure. but using a different topic. produces the result
that Band E are the only blocks. Which again reflects our expectation since the
question was "which of these are blocks?".
The Importance of using the notion of topic to guide circumscription Is the
uniformity of treatment:
brockcx) and B-is(P) are both Instances of a more general
A-expression.
APfAx[P(x)]J< block)( B) . which Is just another way of writing the
'block(B)' that occurs In the answer sentence.
Both instances can be used as
topics for circumscription and produce different conjectures from the same sentence.
The use of the topiC of the question as the circumscribed predicate. P, is the same
in each case. but the question asked leads to a different topic and. hence. a
different conjecture.
Another example of the same treatment is Illustrated by circumscription of the
statement block( B) --+ block( E) .
We saw In the last example of the previous section
that when the statement Is taken to be about blocks In general. circumscription
conjectures that there are no blocks.
But suppose that the context makes it clear
that the statement is Intended as a definition of 'block( E) ', then the topic will be
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'block(El' (I. e .. ).P().x(PCxlJ]Cblockl (El l and
conjecture. as shown below. By circumscription:
Cblock( Bl

~c%Jl

substltuttcn c%J
blockC El

=.

A

Cc%J~biockC

btockt Bl.

Ell

~

circumscription

will

give

a

different

(blockC El ~c%Jl

and simplifYing:

~blockC Bl

This Is a very desirable result because it happens to be a very frequent
conclusion that people jump to, I. e., the reversal of an implication, and one that Is
difficult to capture with general methods (Johnson-Laird and Wason 77).
This
example again Illustrates the power that can be gained by viewing statements as very
general ).-expressions and choosing the right level of instantiation - dictated by the
topic - to circumscribe in.

CIXl

(x)

lnd
nil

les
by

The same result can also be obtained via predicate completion (Clark 78].
Reiter
(Reiter 821 has shown that If T is a first order theory in clausal form. Horn in a
predicate
P,
then
P's
completion
axiom,
>,IxC PCxl ~ACxl l .
Is
derivable
by
circumscription.
So It Is possible to view blockCBl~block(El as the theory. Horn In
blockt El (here. again blockC El Is taken as the predicate In question, with no free
variablesl
and block( El 's completion
axiom
Is precisely the reversal of the
implication.
Note that the same underlying process Is taking place here as with the
use of topics. since a formula Horn In a predicate can be thought of as giving a
definition for that predicate.
Forcing blockC Bl ~ biocj« El Into the Horn clause
framework before circumscribing has the effect of restricting the choice of predicate
to be circumscribed. In much the same way as the topic does.
The advantage of
using the notion of topic is that the choice is made explicit and it provides a way of
expressing and reasoning about It using contextual information.

4.

ult
1e
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Ie
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Conclusion

Circumscription offers a powerful rule of conjecture which can be added to the
traditional rules of deduction to model the human ability to jump to conclusions.
However,
unrestricted
circumscription
can
yield
Inappropriate
and
implausible
conclusions.
Contextual Information must be used to make the choices implicit in
circumscriptive inference.
In the case of a simple question-answering situation. we have observed that the
topic of the original question plays a decisive role in determining which of these
choices is appropriate.
A simple computational procedure is suggested by this
observation.
We are bUilding a computer program which will implement this
procedure and guide the process of circumscription.

e
a

a

We hope to extend the notion of topic to apply outside the realm of question
answering.
The last example suggests that this is possible, but more work needs to
be done to determine how to extract topics from situations where there is no explicit
question in hand.

n
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